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R U S S I A N I N S T I T U T E

It is often said that
Russia lacks a ‘civil

society.’ But what it may
lack in this regard it
makes up for in possess�
ing a rather interesting
public sphere, in which
serious topics do get
debated, and glimpses
of the great members of
society are not entirely
confined to televised
snippets.

As a recent example,
this year the Global
Political Forum culmi�
nated in a symposium
with President Dmitry
Medvedev. Together
with the president,
scholars, analysts, and
journalists (both
Russian and foreign)
joined political and
business leaders in
Yaroslavl to discuss
Russia’s future.  

This event is markedly
different from those
usually held in Russia:
President Medvedev was
willing to publicly engage
with experts on their own
intellectual turf. The
only recent Western
political leader who had
the confidence to do
this was Bill Clinton.

At the Yaroslavl meet�
ing with Medvedev,
attention shifted to the
connection between
democracy and mod�
ernization. At present,

there are two broad
views about the rela�
tionship between politi�
cal and economic mod�
ernization. 

Putin’s view main�
tains that democracy
results from a modern
economy, a kind of
reward for hard work. If
the state pushes mod�
ernization from the top,
democracy will grow
naturally, albeit slowly,
owing to a rise in overall
prosperity and a grow�
ing middle class. 

However, the
Kremlin’s chief ideolo�
gist, Vladislav Surkov,
has suggested that a full
fledged democracy pre�
supposes a ‘democracy
in the head,’ and that
this desirable psycho�
logical condition is still
a long way off in Russia.

The alternative view,
championed by people
such as the head of the
Institute for
C o n t e m p o r a r y
Development, Igor
Yurgens, who is also
close to the Kremlin, is
that democracy is the
precondition for eco�
nomic modernization.

The debate is ongoing,
and whichever opinion
prevails will no doubt
determine the future of
Russia’s development
and modernization. ��

RUSSIA DEBATES ITS FUTURE
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YAROSLAVL 2010: IM
PRESSIONS OF THE PARTICIPANTS 

They weren’t there, and they should be. Otherwise, we

have only a partial expression of world opinion, a group

dominated by what is called the ‘North’ to the exclu�

sion of what is called the ‘South.’ 

Why do You think the President of Russia chose the

topic of democracy and its standards as a major one for

this Forum? 

I assume the President did that in part because the
question of the degree to which Russia is a democratic
country today has been a subject of much discussion in
the United States and Western Europe. 

Was the topic of democratic standards revealing

enough in the speeches of Dmitry Medvedev and other

participants? 

The issue was directly addressed by the President and

extensively discussed both in the section devoted to it

and in the special meeting the President had with some

20 persons present at the conference. The whole range

of views on this subject was represented at the confer�

ence.

How did the Global Policy Forum in Yaroslavl match

the Russian and global political context? Has it become a

noticeable event in global policy? Do you think that

Western science and Western experts have become a fac�

tor for Russian policy? 

It is certainly clear that Western views have become a
factor that influences Russian politics. But so are views

from other parts of the world. Russia is still in an inter�

nal debate about how it should shape its institutions and

its politics.  

How would you appreciate Dmitry Medvedev’s mod�

ernization policy as a whole? Which problems seem the

hottest for the Russian President right now? Will he man�

age to maintain the course towards non�violent modern�

ization in Russia while managing these problems?

It is difficult for me to answer this question, since I

am always unsure as to what ‘modernization’ as a term

is supposed to refer. Are we talking about a growth in

production and productivity? Are we talking about

greater participation by the majority of the people in

governmental decision�making? Are we talking about

the protection of the rights of various kinds of minori�

ties? Are we talking about a saner conservation and

improvement of the environment? Are we talking about

limiting the casual use of violence at a local level? Are

we talking about truly greater equality and access to

human resources? 

These are questions not only for Russia but also for

the United States, for the global South and for every�

one. ��

Immanuel Wallerstein was speaking with Julia

Netesova, Dnitry Uzlaner, and Alexander Pavlov
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